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Bridging the gap between the (ever) evolving Business and its supporting IT
capabilities is of high relevance in today’s enterprise information system roadmap
[1]. Without an agile development method and stable IT architectural principles
there is no chance to foreshadow a successful route to valuable computerized
software solutions. The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA [2]) has emerged
as a new paradigm for modeling, building and managing software architectures
to support the Business Processes (BP [3]) in loosely-coupled, distributed and
continuously changing environments. In many cases, the experience shows that
with a Model Driven Engineering (MDE [4]), where the BP models drive the
software applications, less eﬀort is gone into their alignment during the initial development, and IT developers can rapidly proceed with the instantiation of the
technology-neutral SOA implementations [5]. However, in order to enable BP
evolutions without loosing the control on the BP/SOA alignment many challenges still need to be addressed. In particular, how to ensure the automated
propagation of the BP model evolutions to the SOA model adaptations while
keeping them synchronized remains an open question. Therefore, the BP-to-SOA
incremental transformation is a major use case for the SOA engineering.
Several frameworks have emerged to help organizations to charter successful
route to the SOA implementation. The Model Driven Architecture provides a
mean for using UML-based model transformations to direct the course of the system development stages [4]. However, as UML is neither fully service-oriented,
nor business process-centered, it needs to address the gap between the emerging process notations and the lower-level standards. In [6], the authors advocate
the integration of the business values perspective to the SOA engineering. They
deﬁne a conceptual framework for the design space, but unfortunately fail to
provide a practical development scenario. In [7], we have presented a MDE scenario that starts oﬀ with a (source) BP model speciﬁcation, and that leads to a
canonical (target) SOA model. The scenario is enough mature to accomplish the
automatic model conceptual mappings, however, it does not provide a support
for an incremental transformation. First, it requires manual target model adaptations to reﬂect the source model evolutions. Of course, adapting the generated
SOA model is potentially error-prone, leads necessarily to their misalignment
with the BP layer, and implies design decision losses. Second, the eﬀort to compute the modiﬁcations on the target is proportional to the size of the source
model as we have to enforce again a model transformation [8]. What sounds
so straightforward and easy in theory with the model evolutions in the MDE,
turns out to a very challenging endeavor in practice. The existing general model
synchronization frameworks [8] cannot work well here. First, they require users
to explicitly write synchronization code to deal with each update kind and on

each of the assorted models. Second, the mapping complexity of each combinatorial change is inherently compounded with the decisions regarding the potential
information loss or gain related to diﬀerent levels of the model’s expressiveness.
Compared to these frameworks, our approach that we have introduced in [9]
extracts informations automatically from the previous transformations and does
not require users to write a synchronization code. Given a structural update on
the (source) BP model and a transformation that has previously generated a corresponding (target) SOA model, we developed a change forward transformation
approach to consistently propagate the BP updates into the related SOA. We
consider that a structural model update corresponds to the execution of a compound sequence of primitive change operations such as model element additions,
removals, and relocations on a graph structures that represent the BP and the
SOA models. One way for obtaining a sequence of model update operations is by
recording editing operations performed by the BP modelers. For example, the
addition of a process fragment can be seen as a composite production of several
primitive graph productions on the BP model. The conditional graph rewritings
[10] allows us to detect the structural update conﬂicts between pairs of primitive
operations. Our transformation trace-aware model synchronizer is implemented
in a BP model editor. First, it locates the corresponding constructs in the previous transformation execution context that are aﬀected by the source update.
Then, with the identiﬁed correspondence and when it is possible over a consistency relation established between the BP and the SCA models, it translates
the change operations that consistently update the target with the values from
the source. In order, to make the model synchronization eﬀectively incremental,
we use the so called update translation operator [8]. Thus, the synchronization
computations result in a reasonable decoupling from the source model size [10].
The claimed beneﬁts of our MDE include enhanced development principles
of the SOA engineering, a better reuse of legacy applications through service
wrappings in software components and an easier adaptation to changes in the
business environments through model update propagations. As a major contribution, our design-time approach makes the BP model transformation more
tractable to reconﬁgure the SOA implementation without disrupting its structural consistency. Thus, the system architects can rapidly assess the necessity to
propagate the change from the BP models to the SOA implementations. Rather
than executing the entire transformation afresh and if the SOA update seems to
be appropriate, then they can synchronize the SOA platform-specific implementations with the IT developers. The experimental results are encouraging, but
still needs to be validated in a real-scale case study and tool. The integration of
our update translation operator in a previously developed ATLAS Transformation Language chain for the Eclipse SOA Tools Platform is in development [11].
Furthermore, the BP/SOA round-tripping is essential to rapidly realign BP with
the evolving SOA. Likewise, we have to consider update to both the business
and IT architectures via pattern-based transformation techniques. Finally, making the MDE more tractable to reconﬁgure the BP and the SOA implementations
without disrupting the non-functional capabilities remain as a future work.
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